openQA Tests - action #37728
coordination # 34996 (Rejected): [qe-core][functional][opensuse][epic] test fails in systemd_testsuite - TEST-16-EXTEND-TIMEOUT works only when executed against systemd built in the same specfile

[functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0001-test-catalog-fix-catalog-source-directory acceptable for openSUSE Factory
2018-06-25 09:54 - SLindoMansilla

Status: Rejected
Priority: Low
Assignee: 
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: future
Difficulty: hard

Start date: 2018-06-25
Due date: 
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description
The patch can be found on OBS here:
- https://en.opensuse.org/openSUSE:Packaging_Patches_guidelines
- Upstream: https://github.com/systemd/systemd

Acceptance criteria
- AC1: The patch is accepted on upstream or is documented properly with a justification

Tasks
1. If the patch is interesting for upstream, sent it in a pull request to upstream.
2. If accepted (merged), coordinate backporting it with maintainers of https://github.com/openSUSE/systemd.
3. If the pull request is rejected or the patch is not interesting for upstream, document it properly with a justification.

Related issues:
Blocks openQA Tests - action #37761: [functional][sle][u] Package systemd-qa-testsuite have to be built within systemd OBS package added

History
#1 - 2018-06-25 10:05 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated

#2 - 2018-06-25 10:48 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocks action #37761: [functional][sle][u] Package systemd-qa-testsuite have to be built within systemd OBS package added

#3 - 2018-06-28 19:32 - okurz
- Target version set to future

#4 - 2020-02-25 09:40 - mgriessmeier
- Status changed from New to Rejected

rejected, not in our scope anymore
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